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The Gallery
Guide
The best of Tokyo’s
contemporary art spaces

BY DANIELLE DEMETRIOU
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Mujin-to Productions,
Kiyosumi-Shirakawa

The Watari Museum
of Contemporary
Art (Watari-um), Gaienmae

MEM at NADiff a/p/a/r/t, Ebisu

Blum & Poe, Harajuku

Notable artists: Chim Pom,
Meiro Koizumi
Housed in a traditional building
on a quiet lane in KiyosumiShirakawa, Mujin-to Productions
represents a number of younger
Japanese artists, but none more
notorious than Chim Pom.
The six-member collective first
came to prominence in 2006 with
a grisly installation called
Super-Rat (a play on Takashi
Murakami’s “Superflats”), in which
they captured rats in Shibuya,
stuffed them, and painted them
yellow to look like the Pokemon
character Pikachu. mujin-to.com
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Notable artists: Yayoi Kusama,
Andy Warhol
Unlike most museums, which
drum up excitement around
ambitious temporary exhibitions,
the family-run Watari-um
makes a big deal of its annual
“I Love Art” show in the spring,
which rehangs its eclectic
collection, including works by
Yayoi Kusama, Andy Warhol, Cai
Guo-Qiang, and Joseph Beuys.
Other reasons to visit are Swiss
architect Mario Botta’s eye-catching (if dated) striped-concrete
building and the excellent art
bookstore in the basement, On
Sundays. watarium.co.jp

Notable artists: Tomoko Sawada,
Kimiyo Mishima
A pile of garbage that upon
closer inspection is made
of ceramic: This is the work of
Kimiyo Mishima, one of a group
of daring contemporary
Japanese artists represented by
MEM. Other young stars include
Tomoko Sawada, who has
drawn comparisons
to Cindy Sherman for her
carefully staged self-portraits
that subtly subvert Japanese
stereotypes. The gallery is
located in NADiff, a small
creative complex on an
Ebisu backstreet, with a small,
black, lantern-lit bar on the
top floor. mem-inc.jp

Notable artists: Yoshitomo Nara,
Takashi Murakami, Lee Ufan
The Los Angeles–based gallery
was instrumental in propelling
some of Japan’s biggest artists
into the global spotlight in the
1990s—Yoshitomo Nara and
Takashi Murakami among them—
and has also championed disciples
of the midcentury Mono-ha
movement, including Kishio Suga
and Lee Ufan. Its small fifth-floor
space opened in 2014 and offers a
tranquil retreat from the
rainbow-bright Harajuku crowds
at street level, with glass walls
framing views of the dense forest
surrounding the Meiji Shrine.
blumandpoe.com
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Wako Works of Art, Roppongi

Notable artists: Noritoshi
Hirakawa, Yuji Takeoka
The gallery, which moved from
Hatsudai to Roppongi in 2010,
represents only 18 artists, fewer
than most top Tokyo galleries.
But the lineup is stacked with
heavy hitters from Europe and
the United States, like Gerhard
Richter, Wolfgang Tillmans,
Joan Jonas, and Mike Kelley—
in addition to major Japanese
artists. wako-art.jp

SHOW
TO SEE:
TAKARAZUKA
REVUE
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Attending a play at Tokyo’s newly
rebuilt Kabuki-za theater (4-12-15
Ginza) without some familiarity with
Japan’s history or language is a bit
like going to Shakespeare’s Globe in
London without speaking English.
With its all-male casts, period sets
and costumes, and five-hour running times, Kabuki can be daunting
to Western audiences. (We suggest
a standing-room ticket for one act,
and relying on the individual translation machines.) Even more impenetrable is the 600-year-old masked
theater of Noh and the Osaka-based
puppet theater called Bunraku.
But there’s one form of Japanese
theater that fills more seats every
week than Kabuki, Noh, and Bunraku combined. It’s called Takarazuka Revue.
The revue, which debuted in 1913
in the city of that name, features allfemale casts in extravagant costumes on elaborate sets performing
high-energy musical versions of recent Western cinema hits such as
Ocean’s Eleven and The King’s
Speech, as well as classics of the silver screen and Broadway—Casablanca, Chicago—and European
stage. Often compared with Radio
City Music Hall’s Rockettes performances, it’s showbiz razzmatazz
theater (or kitsch) enthusiasts
should get a kick out of.
Takarazuka shows play almost
daily in Tokyo. Plan ahead: Tickets
(for dedicated theaters seating
2,000) sell out in minutes. For
scheduling and tickets, check
kageki.hankyu.co.jp. —Mark Buckton

SCAI the Bathhouse, Yanaka

Notable artists: Kohei Nawa,
Anish Kapoor
Set in a 200-year-old building
that once served as a public bath,
SCAI is small even by Tokyo
standards, yet is among the most
influential of the city’s galleries.
With high ceilings and natural
light that keep it from feeling
claustrophobic, the space holds
about six exhibitions a year,
most of them solo shows by
world-renowned artists, including
Jenny Holzer, Anish Kapoor,
and Kohei Nawa (see “Artist of
the Moment,” page TK).
scaithebathhouse.com
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Gallery Koyanagi, Ginza
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FROM TOP: KEIZO KIOKU; MARK BUCKTON

The Hara Museum of
Contemporary Art, Shinagawa

Notable artists: Yoshitomo Nara,
Jackson Pollock
Originally built as a private home
for business mogul Kunizo Hara in
1938, the Hara opened as a
museum in 1979. Its curved walls,
dark hardwood floors, and
peaceful garden set it apart from
the city’s white-cube show spaces,
as does its impressive permanent
collection of 800-plus works by
Yayoi Kusama, Yasumasa
Morimura, Yves Klein, Anish
Kapoor, and Jackson Pollock,
among others. Not to miss is
Yoshitomo Nara’s installation My
Drawing Room on the second
floor, or the delicious and relaxing
Café d’Art at garden level.
haramuseum.or.jp

Blum & Poe’s
fifth-floor space
in Harajuku,
opened in 2014.

Notable artists: Rei Naito,
Olafur Eliasson
A leader of Tokyo’s contemporary
art scene since opening in
the 1990s, Koyanagi is located
inside an unremarkable office
building on a Ginza backstreet.
Among the artists to have
recently taken over the large
white-walled space are the
elusive conceptualist Rei Naito
(see “NAOSHIMA TK,” page TK);
Ryoji Ikeda, famous for her
abstract soundscapes; and
Icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson.
gallerykoyanagi.com
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Taro Nasu, Bakurocho

Notable artists: Simon Fujiwara,
Pierre Huygue
With several art spaces in
close proximity, the enchantingly
nontouristy Bakurocho District
is one of the few areas in Tokyo
that allows for New York–style
gallery hopping. Taro Nasu
regularly presents ambitious
installations by a roster of mostly
Japanese artists, along with a few
boldface Westerners such as
Pierre Huygue and Ryan Gardner.
taronasugallery.com
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